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small intestinal disease, internationally 
recognised by WHO in 1976.4 

Furthermore, alphachain disease, 
which affects the IgA secretory immune 
system, greatly contributed to the 
establishment in the early 1980s of 
the concept of infectionrelated 
mucosaassociated lymphoid tissue 
lymphomas, derived from B cells of the 
marginal zone.5 This discovery turned 
immunoproliferative small intestinal 
disease into a model of antigendriven, 
preventable lymphoproliferation in 
humans, especially from lowincome 
countries.5 Finally, alphachain disease 
and immunoproliferative small 
intestinal disease still constitutes an 
exciting model of the development of 
antigendriven Bcell lymphoma and 
should be stimulating further molecular 
genetic analyses, especially of the 
intestinal microbiome.6 
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Alpha-chain disease: 
a lymphomagenesis 
model

Science is generally more interested 
in exploring the unknowns and 
mysteries of the present and future 
than in commemorating events of the 

Infected necrotising 
pancreatitis: antibiotic 
administration remains 
the first step
We appreciate the important work 
published by Sandra van Brunschot 
and colleagues in The Lancet 
(Jan 6, p 51)1 comparing endo scopic 
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past. However, recalling certain works 
(ie, apparent breakthroughs in their 
given field at the time of publication) 
to measure their contributions and 
the progress made over the ensuing 
years, can be useful. In this case, alpha
chain disease is of paramount interest. 
Thanks to the exemplary collaboration 
between a clinician, JeanClaude 
Rambaud, and a physician scientist 
in immunology, Maxime Seligmann, 
the discovery in 1968 of alphachain 
disease1,2 in a young Syrian woman 
with an abdominal lymphoma led 
to gamechanging outcomes over 
the following 50 years, including a 
model of lymphomagenesis that is still 
in progress.

First, the discovery of alphachain 
disease made it possible to attribute to 
this disease most cases (up to 87%) of 
Mediterranean lymphoma—previously 
described in the Middle East in the 
early 1960s—and gave a specific and 
previously absent immunological 
marker to this type of lymphoma in 
lowincome countries.3 Alphachain 
disease shows a marked epidemiology, 
primarily affecting individuals from 
developing countries including India 
and those in the Mediterranean, 
the Middle East, Africa, and South 
America, where low socioeconomic 
status, poor hygiene, malnutrition, 
enteric infections, and parasitoses are 
common. The prevalence of alpha
chain disease has recently decreased in 
parallel with improved socioeconomic 
conditions, particularly sanitation. 

Second, the discovery of alpha
chain disease and its natural history 
shed light on an original model of 
lymphoma development potentially 
related to the intestinal microbiome. 
From an initial phase of plasmacytic 
proliferation, which appears benign 
from a morphological perspective and 
might fully regress with oral antibiotics 
alone, alphachain disease progresses 
to an overt malignant immunoblastic 
lymphoma derived from the initial 
plasma cell clone.3 

Third, alphachain disease led to 
the concept of immunoproliferative Dr
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subgroup of patients’ antibiotics are 
likely to be a definitive treatment. 
The Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group 
is currently running the POINTER trial 
(ISRCTN33682933) that compares the 
effect of immediate intervention (ie, 
catheter drainage within 24 h) versus 
the current approach of delaying 
intervention and first using antibiotics 
until the stage of walledoff necrosis. 
This trial might provide further in
sight into the additional value of anti
biotics as the first step of the existing 
stepup approach.
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with surgical stepup approaches 
for the management of infected 
necrotising pancreatitis. We are, 
however, concerned by the paucity 
of data provided regarding antibiotic 
management. 

Antibiotics are considered to be 
the first step in the management 
of infected necrosis.2,3 The authors 
report that antibiotics were used in 
cases of suspected infected necrosis 
to postpone intervention, but at the 
time of randomisation, only 20% of the 
patients had received antibiotics. Details 
about the subsequent intro duction of 
antibiotics, including microbiological 
data and details of drug choice, dosage, 
and duration, were not discussed. 
These data are particularly important 
in the context of a recent report by the 
same group that 5% of patients with 
infected necrosis could be successfully 
managed with supportive care and 
antibiotic therapy, without additional 
intervention.4 The authors report 
that two patients in this study were 
randomly assigned, but subsequently 
had spontaneous improvement. 
However, the criteria for spontaneous 
clinical improvement are not discussed. 
Does a subset of clinically stable and 
minimally symptomatic patients exist 
with walledoff pancreatic necrosis who 
would never require drainage? 
We declare no competing interests.
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Authors’ reply
We agree with Nicolas Nesseler and 
colleagues1 that intravenous antibiotics 
should be the first step in the treatment 
of infected necrosis. Antibiotics can 
postpone intervention in patients with 
infected necrosis until it is walled off. In 
a small group of patients, antibiotics 
will be the only treatment required, 
obviating the need for invasive 
interventions.2 We have previously 
shown that this subgroup consists of 
approximately 3% of patients with 
infected necrotising pancreatitis.3 

In our trial (Jan 6, p 51),4 antibiotics 
were used to postpone intervention 
in patients with suspected infected 
necrosis. In each group, one patient 
did not receive an intervention 
because of rapid clinical improvement 
shortly after randomisation while 
being treated with antibiotics. Clinical 
improvement was comparable with 
the definition of clinical improvement 
in the postintervention phase of the 
study. Besides the use of antibiotics, 
another possible explanation for this 
improvement could be spontaneous 
fistulation of the infected collection to 
the gastrointestinal tract. However, no 
endoscopy or imaging was done and, 
therefore, this remains hypothetical.

At the time of randomisation, only 
20% of patients received antibiotic 
treatment according to our trial 
registry. Since a substantial number 
of patients were transferred to a 
participating tertiary centre just before 
randomisation, not all data on previous 
antibiotic use might have been 
registered. More patients might have 
received antibiotic treatment at some 
stage leading up to randomisation. 

Generally, we agree with the 
statement that antibiotics can be 
useful to postpone interventions 
in infected necrotising pancreatitis 
and might prevent the need for 
an invasive intervention in a small 
subgroup of patients. Nevertheless, 
we feel that infected walledoff 
necrosis should primarily be treated 
with catheter drainage until we 
have solid clinical evidence of which 
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